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Introduction

• Tuna industry is the major fishing industry of Vietnam.

• The value of tuna export turnover increased from 484 million USD in 2014 to nearly 653 million USD in 2018, an increase of nearly 35%. The proportion of tuna export values in Vietnam's total seafood exports always accounted for 21%-22% in the period from 2014 to 2018.

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there was a lack of academic research presenting the development of tuna fisheries in Vietnam.

• The objective of this study is to present an overview of Vietnamese tuna industry in the period (2010-2018) and show the recent development of Vietnamese tuna industry.

• The basic characteristics of Vietnam's tuna fisheries: tuna resources, tuna fleet, tuna catch, labour, technology, logistics infrastructures and services for tuna industry, tuna products, their markets and value, and tuna supply chain are illustrated in detail and clearly during the period (2010-2018).

• The main contributions: provide the latest and complete of data on the basic characteristics of tuna fisheries in Vietnam from 2010 to 2018 and analyse recent developments of Vietnamese tuna fisheries.
Vietnamese tuna fisheries profile - Status and trend of tuna catch and tuna fleet

• Tuna resource

• Oceanic tunas which includes skipjack tuna, bigeye tuna, and yellowfin tuna, are mainly found in the offshore waters of the central and southeast country (Hai 2018);

• Tuna fisheries take a significant role in the Vietnamese fisheries, developed widespread in all 28 coastal provinces;

• Oceanic tuna: mainly unloaded at Da Nang, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan and Ba Ria Vung Tau in which Binh Dinh, Phu Yen and Khanh Hoa provinces have the most oceanic tuna catches (Hai 2018).
Vietnamese tuna fisheries profile - Status and trend of tuna catch and tuna fleet

**Tuna fleet**

- In 2018: 6,284 tuna fishing vessels (> 50hp), 4,294 vessels (>400 hp); 4,436 vessels (15-24m): 70%, 137 vessels (>24m): 3%

- The tuna is caught by three major fishing gear types which includes longline/hand-line, purse seine, and gillnet;

- Main target species of tuna longline fishery are oceanic tunas including yellowfin tuna and bigeye tuna while main catch in gillnet and purse seine is skipjack tuna;

- In 2018: 2,848 vessels for longline/hand-line (45%); 1,952 vessels for purse seine (31%); 1,484 vessels for gillnet (14%);
Vietnamese tuna fisheries profile - Status and trend of tuna catch and tuna fleet

- **Tuna catch**

  - In 2018, total skipjack tuna catches: 92,005 metric tons (82%), yellowfin tuna: 19,268 metric tons (17%), bigeye tuna: 1,694 metric tons (1%);
  
  - In 2018: the purse seine: dominant and 67,219 metric tons (60%); Gillnet: 28,656 metric tons (25%); Long-line: 17,082 metric tons (15%);
  
  - Binh Dinh (46%), Khanh Hoa (17%), Ba Ria - Vung Tau (12%), Phu Yen (8%) = largest percentages of total tuna catches in nine surveyed provinces;
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**Figure 4:** Total tuna catches (MT) caught in Viet Nam’s EEZ estimated by species in nine pilot provinces from 2010 - 2018

**Source:** (D-Fish 2018)
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**Figure 5:** Total tuna catches (MT) caught in Viet Nam’s EEZ estimated by fishing gear types in nine pilot provinces from 2010 - 2018 - Source: (D-Fish 2018)
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Tuna products, markets and value and tuna supply chain

• **Tuna products**

  - Tuna export = 21%-22% of Vietnam’s seafood export;

  - The turnover of tuna export increased from 484 million USD in 2014 to nearly 653 million USD in 2018;

• **Tuna markets**

  - US, EU, Israel, ASEAN, Japan, China, Mexico, Canada: some main export markets;

  - US, EU, ASEAN, Japan, Israel: main export markets for Vietnamese tuna products (80%)

---

Table 8: Vietnamese tuna products exported to foreign markets from 2014 to 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tuna with code HS03 (1)</td>
<td>251.944</td>
<td>246.123</td>
<td>284.181</td>
<td>322.558</td>
<td>346.652</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Processed tuna with code HS16 (2)</td>
<td>232.290</td>
<td>208.850</td>
<td>225.606</td>
<td>270.314</td>
<td>306.254</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned tuna (with code HS16)</td>
<td>177.018</td>
<td>150.399</td>
<td>153.032</td>
<td>179.110</td>
<td>173.305</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other processed tuna (with code HS16)</td>
<td>55.272</td>
<td>58.451</td>
<td>72.574</td>
<td>91.204</td>
<td>132.948</td>
<td>140.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tuna export (1 + 2)</td>
<td>484.235</td>
<td>454.972</td>
<td>509.786</td>
<td>592.873</td>
<td>652.905</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Custom 2018)

---

Figure 9: The structure of Vietnamese tuna export in 2014 and in 2018

Source: (Custom 2018)
Tuna products, markets and value and tuna supply chain

- **Vietnamese tuna supply chain**
  - Starts with tuna fishermen who catch tuna in offshore, middlemen buying raw tuna from fishers to buy them for processors, and processors processing raw tuna into different product to serve for domestic and foreign markets.
  - In Vietnam, tuna catch volumes are not sufficient to provide the processing industry with enough raw material so that tunas were imported from other countries.
  - 50% of total tuna materials were through middlemen, 50% of total tuna materials went directly from fishers to processors. 95% of total tuna products were used for foreign markets, the remain proportions were used for domestic market.
Recommendations

• There are some outstanding issues in Vietnamese tuna industry as follows:

  • *Lack of scientific data:* lack of information about tuna fishing grounds and stocks → Currently, Vietnam is planning to implement a pilot project on management of tuna fisheries based on the quota system;

  • *Outdated preservation techniques:* the equipment in vessels is incomplete; Equipment for preserving tuna on fishing vessels is rudimentary; no market for tuna auction; logistics infrastructures and logistics service of tuna fisheries at fishing landings have not met the scale and quality of tuna fisheries;

  • *Lack of cooperation within tuna supply chain:* lack of cooperation between producers, middlemen, and processors/exporters takes place at several stages of tuna supply chain;

  • *Lack of materials for canning industry:* In 2018, the total export value of tuna products was 652.905 million USD whereas the total import value of tuna materials was 349.426 million USD → Vietnamese processors/exporters seem to be more dependent on imported tuna materials;

  • *Lack of traceability:* Most of Vietnamese tuna vessels are small vessels which do not have financial capacity to document and measure their catches → Vietnamese government have regulations on tuna exploitation against to illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) exploitation → it is necessary to install surveillance equipment on tuna fishing to prevent illegal, unreported and unregulated exploitation.
Conclusions

- This paper presents the status and trend of Vietnamese tuna fisheries in the period (2010-2018);
- The tuna fisheries in Vietnam had positive changes in total tuna fleets and total tuna catches at both national and provincial levels;
- Some main bottlenecks of Vietnamese tuna fisheries and some recommendations for Vietnam fisheries on managing tuna's resources are focused;
- This paper is an essential literature for further researches on Vietnamese tuna fisheries.
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